
ADDENDUM 2 
DATE: 6-20-2024

GENERAL 

Drawing M1.2 Variable Refrigerant Volume – Indoor Unit Schedule: Units 
FCU16A&B, FCU17A&B and FCU18A&Bm serving the kindergartens shall be model 
FXUQ, below ceiling, suspended. 

Drawing M1.2 Piping Schematic CU-3 – Indoor Unit Schedule: Units FCU16A&B, 
FCU17A&B and FCU18A&Bm serving the kindergartens shall be model FXUQ, below 
ceiling, suspended. 

Question: What is the estimated Start + Completion date?
Answer: 8/1/2024 - 10/30/2024

Question: Are permit fees waived?
Answer: The City Permit fees are waived BUT not the State Education Fund Fee or 
any other State Fees that may be associated.

Question: Do you required our DAS Prequalification certificate to be submitted with 
our proposal? 

Answer: Yes

Question: Is this project CHRO? 
Answer:  Yes

Question: Is maintenance required on the units once installed? If so, for how long? This 
would be separate from the workmanship warranty. 
Answer:  No,not at this time.

Question: Please confirm that MC will be acceptable to run for the indoor branch 
circuits. 
Answer: MC cable may be used as specified. Please refer to Specifications Section 26 
05 00, paragraph 3.4G. 

Question: Please confirm THHN is acceptable for the feeder / branch wiring. 
Answer: It is not acceptable to use THHN for feeder/branch wiring. Please refer to 
specifications section 26 05 00, paragraph 2.7. 

Question: Please confirm EMT with raintight fittings are acceptable for exterior use. 
Answer: EMT with raintight fittings are not acceptable for exterior use. Please refer to 
Specifications section 26 05 00, paragraph 2.3.A. 

Question: Will PVC be acceptable for the condensate drain piping? 
Answer: PVC is not acceptable for condensate drain piping. 

Question: Please confirm if the condensate piping will need to be insulated and what 
thickness of insulation?  
Answer: Condensate piping shall be insulated. Please refer to Specification section 23 
07 00, paragraph 2.1 

Question: Will 2” insulation be required for the exterior piping?   
Answer: Please refer to Specifications section 23 07 00, paragraphs 2.1 and 2.2. 

Question: Will the contractor need to provide a fence around all of the new 
condensers, or will the town provide them after the project is complete?  
Answer:  Yes, Contractor to provide Fencing.




